
 LOW OIL PRICES are wreaking havoc on our local economy’s sales tax 
base, on the rate that Canadians visit us, and, especially, on the environment.

 A signifi cant amount of local sales tax is from gasoline sales. Since this rate 
is a percentage of the price of gasoline, a price of $2 - or less than the price of 
water - is pinching both the county and municipalities.

 The Canadian exchange rate is also directly linked to the price of oil. When 
the price of oil and the Canadian dollar are down, almost every sector of our 
economy suffers.

 But most importantly, a low oil price is already causing people to drive 
more, people to die in car accidents, and more people to buy larger vehicles 
with lower fuel effi ciency. These effects on the environment are real and 
have caused the greatest one-year increase in carbon dioxide emissions in 
our recorded history.

 On so many levels, the low level of gasoline prices is simply bad for 
humanity. This is the perfect time to implement a tax that will stabilize 
the artifi cially low level of oil prices and allow us to remediate some of the 
damages hydrocarbon consumption causes.

 President Obama recently proposed a modest start. While his concept of 
a $10 per barrel is courageous, it is both insuffi cient and unlikely to go far in 
Congress.

 The place to start is at the state level. As Justice Brandeis once noted, 
“It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous 
state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and 
economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.”

 Washington State is putting such a carbon tax to a referendum of the 
people. Even Vermont has proposed a modest $10 per barrel tax, although 
that tax is likely to fail to pass its legislature.

 A barrel of oil creates about .43 metric tons of greenhouse gases. 
Economists now admit that an optimal carbon tax could easily reach the 
equivalent of $100 per barrel of oil. With the price of oil almost twice that 
of some years ago, clearly the economy can bear such a price.

 Of course, government perhaps cannot be trusted to channel such 
revenue toward repairing the damage of global warming. However, the most 
important aspect of internalizing the economic externality of underpriced 
oil consumption is not in fi xing the problem. It is in sending the proper 
signal to consumers to make better choices for the environment and for 

potential sustainable energy producers to bring affordable alternatives to market.
 The recent Paris Talks showed that the highest levels of state do not have 

the political courage to do the right thing. Perhaps where they failed, states and 
localities can succeed. While this is a global problem, grassroots change seems 
like the best chance to innovate and save the planet.

 You can continue the discussion at Colin’s blog,  www.vision2040.com.
the case, instructing the judge to issue. “…a judicial declaration of whether, as (the 
kids) allege, the atmosphere ‘is a trust resource’ that ‘the State of Oregon, as a trustee, 
has a fi duciary obligation to protect’”. 

In May 2014, the same Circuit Court judge found that the atmosphere was not a 
part of the public trust under Oregon law.  

In July 2015, Kelsey and 21 other children went on to sue the USA and 24 of the 
largest transnational energy companies in the world, in the Oregon Federal District 
Court case, Juliana et al v. U.S.A et al.  

The United States government and its corporate allies have been working since then 
to get the case thrown out of court.  However, on April 8th of this year, District Court 
Judge Coffi n set aside all the motions to dismiss the children’s case:

A. He declined to dismiss on the basis that the kids lack standing.
B. The judge denied dismissal as a political issue.
C. The Court declined to agree there is no Constitutional Right to be free from  

CO2 emissions.
D.  Judge Coffi n declined to agree that the public trust doctrine does not apply.  

He pointed out “ …the government’s public trust duties [are] deeply ingrained in 
this country’s history”.

More good news followed on April 29 in another OCT case. Kings County Superior 
Court Judge Hollis Hill found in favor of ten middle school children in Foster et al. v. 

WA Dept. of Ecology for a second time. “In granting the 
youth a remedy, Judge Hill noted the extraordinary 
circumstances of the climate crisis, saying, ‘this is an 
urgent situation...these kids can’t wait.’ 

Then, on May 17, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 
Court sided with four teen plaintiffs in an OCT case, 
fi nding that Massachusetts had failed to meet its legal 
obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions!

OCT also has Federal Court cases pending in 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Colorado.

The judicial tide may be turning!

I BELIEVE a program of national public service for young adults should be 
revived: a program that mandates one or two years of public service for all able-
bodied young adults between the ages of 18 and 25. It should apply to both young 
men and women and should offer a choice of military or non-military service, 
either here in the U.S.A. or another country. And to make it possible, the federal 
government should provide fi nancial support for such a program. One of the rewards 
for such service could be fi nancial support for a college education, as was the case in 
my day.

 Why such a program? To answer, I must share some of my personal history. 
 In 1947, fresh out of a two-year Navy-training unit, with an undergraduate degree 

paid for by the Navy, and before the Marshall Plan was launched, I volunteered to 
spend time as a staff member of a privately-funded relief agency in France. I was 
paid $50 a month and free room and board. My French driver’s license said  I was a 
“chauffeur  de camion”—a truck driver—and that was how I spent most days. I hauled 
food, clothing, medical supplies and anything else needed in outlying communities 
across northern France. In the early summer months, I hauled truckloads of teens—
always with a priest on board as a chaperone!—to vacation camps in the French 
Alps. And then I hauled them back before school started at the end of August.

 Occasionally the pattern changed. On short notice, for example, I often drove 
a “retired” British Army desert station wagon, rigged out as an ambulance, to take 
ailing French citizens home from local hospitals to die. I also moved French citizens, 

evacuated earlier in the War, back to what was left of their homes.
 It was grim work, at best. Yet I gained fl uency in French and a lifelong love of 

France and her people. But more important, that experience opened the eyes of a 
young man to the rest of world—not just to another language and another culture, 
but to the impact of wealth and poverty on people everywhere, in all walks of life.  It 
changed me and the way I have looked at the world around me ever since. 

 In 1951 I was recalled to service in the Navy and spent another two years, this 
time at sea on an aircraft carrier. I’ve had an interesting and rewarding career since 
then, both in non-profi t and commercial agencies. I  even started and ran my own 
publishing house. However, that year-and-a-half of non-military public service in 
France is still an experience I remember and cherish. I recommend a program like it 
to the young men and women of today.

 I urge young people to take the initiative: create something like my youthful experience. 
Start by going online to such sources as the Foundation Center and open its Philanthropy 
News Digest: Job Board.  Or try the Non-profi t Career Center at the Non-Profi t Times, or 
the Chronicle of Philanthropy. Also try Youth Service America at YSA.org/grants. Most 
of these sites list job openings, pay scales, educational and other requirements. 

 Pick several agencies. Draft letters outlining your interests and qualifi cations, 
and then send them. Yes, there will be rejections, but don’t give up. The effort and its 
results can change your life in ways you can’t imagine.

CHILDREN SUE FOR CLIMATE RIGHTS!

By Colin Read, Professor of fi nance and economics at SUNY Plattsburgh and author

Recycle UnderCurrents - Pass on to a Friend!

A MODEST
PROPOSAL

A CLIMATE TRUST CRUSADE: 
By Tim Palmer

FROM FOSSIL FUELS

DEMOCRACY WOKE UP
BREAKING FREE

THE COURAGE TO INNOVATE

By Mary-Alice Shemo

By Mary-Alice Shemo

CHERRY BLOSSOMS were in gorgeous full bloom in Washington D.C. 
the day of the Democracy Awakening rally. The sun shone brightly, making it 
much warmer than those of us from New York North Country had been used 
to. Jackets and sweatshirts were shed like snake skin.

 Democracy Awakening was not merely an event, but the kick-off of a 
movement. Democracy in America has been severely compromised, and not 
by accident. Since the 1972 Powell Memorandum, a small number of wealthy, 
powerful people have worked behind the scenes to reshape the nation and the 
world to match their neo-liberal ideas.

 This could not have worked, however, if the great majority of people in 
this country had been awake to, and actively opposed to, the destruction. We 
allowed our democracy to fall asleep. Now we realize that it’s time to wake it 
up.

 Boy, oh boy, did we ever! The energy level in the crowd was intense.
The effort was two-fold. “Democracy Spring,” a march from Philadelphia 

to the D. C. capitol, plus mass demonstrations, ran from Saturday, April 2nd 
through Friday, April 15th. “Democracy Awakening” followed, three days from 
Saturday, April 16th to Monday, April 18th. Saturday consisted of workshops 
and trainings. The rally and march, which a group from Plattsburgh attended, 
occurred on Sunday. Monday was for civil disobedience actions. The resulting 
arrests, which included both the founders of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, made 
big news.

At the rally, music included legendary a cappella singers Sweet Honey In 
The Rock. Inspiring speakers included Rev. William Barber (SC NAACP 
Moral Mondays), Cornell William Brooks (NAACP), David Goodman 
(Goodman Foundation), Jim Hightower (Media/Activist), Wenonah Hauter 
(Food & Water Watch), Annie Leonard (Greenpeace), Sandra Steingraber 
(Anti-Fracking Activist, We Are Seneca Lake), and Reverend Ezra Tillman 
(Flint, MI). Folks in Plattsburgh have been active in other ways as well.

ON SUNDAY MAY 15, a march and rally took place in downtown 
Plattsburgh with speakers, music, kayaks on the river, and bicycles. May 14 was 
the date for the global day of action, although that didn’t work in Plattsburgh 
because it was graduation day at Plattsburgh State.

  In the U.K., protesters shut down the country’s largest open-cast coal mine 
for a day. A similar protest halted coal shipments in Newcastle, Australia. In 
the U.S., people occupied train tracks overnight to stop “bomb trains,” oil-
fi lled tanker cars that have exploded in the past, killing hundreds. In Germany, 
3,500 people shut down a lignite mine and nearby power station for over 
forty-eight hours. In the Philippines, 10,000 marched against a proposed coal 
plant. Community members blocked traffi c outside the gates of Brazil’s largest 
thermal coal plant. On land and water, people blockaded the Kinder Morgan 
tar sands facility in Vancouver, and in Turkey, 2,000 people marched to a large 
coal dump and surrounded it with a giant red line. 

  The fi ght does not stop here—“350 Plattsburgh,” an affi liate group of 
350.org is organizing constantly to bring the climate movement together in the 
Adirondacks, and it wants you to get involved and work together! Activities 
being planned include a divestment workshop. 

For more information, call Mary-Alice Shemo at 518-561-0291 or e-mail 
350Plattsburgh@gmail.com.

Free!

THE LEGAL COMMUNITY has been hearing a lot lately about “an 
ancient and enduring principle, the public trust doctrine [which] asserts public 
property rights to crucial resources”.  This essential assumption obliges sovereign 
governments to act as trustees for humanity’s inheritance of essential natural 
resources, such as air and water.  As such, it is the responsibility of our elected and 
appointed offi cials to see that these vital assets are preserved for use by all future 
generations.  

 The renaissance of natural trust law has given rise to an international judicial 
movement by, and on behalf of, children.  It reminds our elected and appointed 
offi cials, by taking them to court, that they are neglecting the obligation they 
have as trustees for our children and their descendants.  At the forefront of 
the movement is Our Children’s Trust (OCT), dedicated to “establish[ing] the 
legal right to a healthy atmosphere and stable climate for all present and future 
generations”.  OCT empowers youth “to compel governments to adopt and 
implement enforceable science-based Climate Recovery Plans by supporting 
them in atmospheric trust legislation”.

 With the help of OCT, Kelsey Juliana (aged 15) and Olivia Chernaik (11) sued 
the state of Oregon in Circuit Court in May 2011.  The kids’ case maintained that 
their interests and well-being will be irreparably damaged due to the State’s failure 
to reduce the level of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere.  They 
asked the Court to:

• Declare the atmosphere a trust resource.
• Declare that Oregon failed to uphold its fi duciary 

obligations to protect trust assets.
• Issue an order requiring Oregon to implement a carbon 

reduction plan that abides by the best available science.
In Oct 2011,The Circuit Court dismissed the 

children’s requests on the basis that this was a political, 
not a judicial, issue.

Two years after appeal, the Oregon Appeals Court 
ordered the Circuit Court to reconsider its decision in 

By William Cowan, Assistant Editor



FOUNTAIN OF RECOVERY: RE-WILDING THE EAST FROM THE ADIRONDACKS

CHAMPLAIN AREA TRAILS 
CREATES TRAILS
ALL CAN ENJOY

By John Davis, A Wildlands Network and volunteer land steward in Split Rock Wildways.

By Chris Maron, Executive Director of Champlain Area Trails

EVERY YEAR, millions of Americans go West to 
see the big wild: huge parks with wolves, cougars, lynx, 
elk, moose, bison, wolverine, otters, whales, seals, eagles, 
cranes, songbirds, trout, salmon and towering conifers—
the animals and plants that inspire us with their beauty 
and strength. Most of these creatures belong in the East, 
too, but early European colonists feared them or saw 
them only as resources to exploit, so by the early 19th 
century, many of the natural world’s fi nest creations  were 
eradicated. Science in recent decades has shown us that our 
furred, feathered, and fi nned neighbors are not just pretty 
and athletic; they are critical parts of healthy ecosystems, 
crucial to the well-being of our adopted homelands.

With economic wealth and scientifi c knowledge 
unprecedented in human history, America now has a 
chance to bring back these great creatures—to re-wild 
the East. A great place to begin is New York’s vast 
Adirondack Park, which can then be a source, a wild 
fount, for the re-colonization of the Appalachians and 
Atlantic Coastal Plain by the big animals our forebears 
did not yet know enough to preserve.

Important neighbors to bring back fi rst, as keystone 
species, are cougar (panther, puma, catamount, mountain 
lion; it’s the same cat with different names in different 
places), who will help keep numbers of white-tail deer, 
elk (once we bring them back), and beaver in balance 
with plant communities; and wolf, who will do likewise 
for moose.

The pride of the state, New York’s Adirondack Park, 
is the wildest landscape in the Northeastern United 
States, but it is not wild enough yet. We can make the 
Adirondack Park forever truly wild by welcoming back 
the wildlife we exterminated generations ago, especially 
top carnivores like the cougar and the wolf. 

Far-seeing New Yorkers a century ago put America at 
the forefront of global conservation by establishing the 
largest temperate forest park in the world, then half a 
century ago by drafting (from an Adirondacks backwoods 
cabin) the Federal Wilderness Act, then a half generation 

later, awarding much of the Adirondack forest with state 
wilderness protection. The Adirondack Park’s 6 million 
acres have enjoyed decades of recovery, with re-growing 
forests (after past logging and fi res) providing good 
homes for such returning species as beaver, river otter, 
mink, fi sher, black bear, bobcat, moose, wild turkey, bald 
eagle, and peregrine falcon. 

Largely isolated from other big wild lands, however, the 
Adirondacks have not yet regained viable populations of 
their forest guardians, their original backcountry rangers, 
cougar and wolf, certainly, and perhaps also the more 
boreal species, lynx and wolverine. Nor have brook and 
lake trout, landlocked Atlantic salmon, and American eel 
been able to overcome dams and other artifi cial barriers 
in viable numbers and reclaim their ancient spawning 
or feeding grounds. Restore these creatures in the 
Adirondack Park, and they can gradually fl ow outward, 
like pure water from a mountain spring. 

Recent research in ecology and economy has proven 
the benefi ts of protecting and restoring full communities 
of native species, including the apex predators who 
keep herbivore numbers and behavior in balance with 
plant communities, on land and in water. Cougars, lynx, 
wolves, wolverine, fi sher, otters, bears, trout, salmon – 
these are the guardians, the rangers, who keep everyone 
behaving well. They will bring to our lives more beauty 
and excitement, healthier forests and waterways, safer 
homelands (helping stop outbreaks of diseases like 
Lyme, and reducing car collisions with deer), and richer 
economies (wildlife-watching will bring millions into 
local economies). Our forever truly wild Adirondack Park 
can then become the seedling that grows into a forest, 
the source of wildlife for a re-wilding East, where people 
and all native species fi nally learn to fl ourish together, 
where our children have a chance to experience the thrill 
of seeing a cougar leaping up mountain ledges, or hear a 
pack of wolves howling away in the forest under the full 
moon, or watch moose calves frolicking through a dewy 
river-side meadow.

A BIG
THANK YOU to:

Donati ons are Gratefully Accepted:

UnderCurrents Publishing
73 Adirondack Lane,

Platt sburgh, NY 12901
or via PayPal: Undercurrentspublishing@gmail.com

CHAMPLAIN AREA TRAILS began in 2007 when Steven Kellogg 
and Bruce Klink, of Essex, NY, were in the Charlotte, North Carolina 
airport and realized they were reading the same book—Wandering 
Home by Bill McKibben. Subtitled, “A Long Walk Across America’s 
Most Hopeful Landscape,” McKibben describes walking from his 
home in Ripton, Vermont to his Adirondack home in Johnsburg. 
Kellogg and Klink liked his description of walking through the Essex 
and Westport countryside before climbing into the Adirondack 
foothills. They decided to get friends together to make trails in New 
York’s Champlain Valley that would connect the valley communities.

It turns out their idea aligned with a goal articulated in a 1993 
report from the U.S. – U.K. Exchange in which representatives from 
both countries visited selected areas in each others’ lands and made 
recommendations. After observing that New York’s Champlain Valley 
resembled places in England where people hike from pub to pub across 
the countryside, they suggested that a trail system be established here. 
That idea remained just an idea until Kellogg and Klink returned to 
Essex and called several friends together.

Recognizing that the Champlain Valley was the last addition to 
the Adirondack Park with little public land and few hiking trails, 
the group quickly coalesced around the idea of creating a network 
of hiking trails to link the valley’s communities, connect people with 
nature, and promote economic vitality. As they considered names, 
John Davis, who then worked for the Adirondack Council and is a 
wildlife enthusiast, said “How about CATS. It can be an acronym for 
‘Champlain Area Trails.” Thus, the fi rst steps down a new trail began.

I, Chris Maron, who worked for The Nature Conservancy and 
Adirondack Land Trust (TNC/ALT), chaired the meetings and the 
group realized that the 2500 acres of Eddy Foundation lands on Boquet 
Mountain served as the beginning of a trail corridor connecting Essex 
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and Westport. Its president, Jamie Phillips, was part of the group 
and encouraged the creation of trails there. The CATS group hiked 
on the land and soon found trail routes running about six miles from 
Essex toward Wadhams. They organized volunteer work projects, 
publicized by beautiful posters created by naturalist/artist Sheri 
Amsel of Elizabethtown and Kellogg, who is a well-known children’s 
book author.

By 2009, the group realized CATS should become a formal 
organization, and thanks to another founder, David Reuther, they fi led 
the paperwork and became a 501(c)3 non-profi t corporation. It was 
about this time that The Nature Conservancy reacted to the economic 
recession and canceled its Champlain Valley Conservation Program 
which Maron directed. He seamlessly moved into the leadership role 
at CATS becoming its fi rst executive director. CATS also saw a need 
to continue the land conservation work TNC/ALT had established 
and became the local land trust with a mission of conserving natural 
areas, farmland, clean water, and scenic vistas.

As CATS embarked on making trails and saving land, it also worked 
to raise the funds needed to operate a new non-profi t organization. 
Key fi nancial support from the Klipper Fund for the Champlain 
Valley, the JC Kellogg Foundation, Arnhold Foundation and now 
over 900 individual donors fostered early growth of the organization.

As CATS enters its eighth offi cial year of operation, it has created 
over 29 new trails covering over 42 miles. It publishes an updated 
Trail Map every year that includes its trails and other trails in the 
area, including those at Coon Mountain, Split Rock Wild Forest, 
and Rattlesnake Mountain. The map even includes the Champlain 
Bridge which is the most obvious example of how CATS trails provide 
relatively easy hikes that people of all ages and abilities can enjoy.

CATS most popular events are the “Grand Hikes”, which are 
hamlet-to-hamlet hikes where as many as 250 people join in walking 
from town to town on trails, back roads, farm lanes, and short sections 
of busier roads. CATS is now promoting the phrase “Hike the Lake 
on hamlet-to-hamlet trails around Lake Champlain” to create an 
identity that will attract people from near and far who want to walk 
from town to town through the beautiful, authentic Champlain Valley 
landscape.

To learn more about CATS, visit its website, www.
ChamplainAreaTrails.com.

Volunteers assist CATS in making many of its trails.

CATS holds many outdoor educati on hikes to connect people with nature.

Compliments to author Joel Parker on the article titled: 
“A New Hope From the Digital Generation”.

It provided insight from an angle which I have not considered for 
the “Digital Generation”. I plan to share it with anyone who will 
“listen”.

I have faith that as time goes on, we will fi nd a way to strengthen 
the safety of the internet, and hope people will smarten up and stop 
putting stuff in the “digital world” that shouldn’t be there if you 
don’t want someone to fi nd it.

The “digital world” is vast, and to an extent uncontrollable, we 
have to assume ANYONE can see what is being posted.  And, our 
phones are no exception - they are NEVER totally secure.  If an 
electronic device can be built, it can be opened....that’s where the 
privacy issue comes in.  My personal opinion is that phones and 
internet should be treated like every other item of evidence when 
investigating a crime - a proper warrant is NECESSARY.

Thank you to the editorial staff for all of their hard work and 
dedication to a variety of social issues and concerns.

       Crystal Mang

TO THE
EDITOR

“Hunger isn’t caused by a scarcity of food,
but by a scarcity of democracy.”
- Frances Moore Lappe
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SOLARIZE THE ADIRONDACK COAST!
Kick-off : June 15, 5:30-7:30
Staff ord Science Bldg, CCC

Please Check Out this Local Initi ati ve at:
htt p://adkcoast.wix.com/solarize

THERE ISN’T A PLANET “B”

and Westport. Its president, Jamie Phillips, was part of the group 
and encouraged the creation of trails there. The CATS group hiked 
on the land and soon found trail routes running about six miles from 
Essex toward Wadhams. They organized volunteer work projects, 
publicized by beautiful posters created by naturalist/artist Sheri 
Amsel of Elizabethtown and Kellogg, who is a well-known children’s 
book author.

By 2009, the group realized CATS should become a formal 
organization, and thanks to another founder, David Reuther, they fi led 
the paperwork and became a 501(c)3 non-profi t corporation. It was 
about this time that The Nature Conservancy reacted to the economic 
recession and canceled its Champlain Valley Conservation Program 
which Maron directed. He seamlessly moved into the leadership role 
at CATS becoming its fi rst executive director. CATS also saw a need 
to continue the land conservation work TNC/ALT had established 
and became the local land trust with a mission of conserving natural 
areas, farmland, clean water, and scenic vistas.

As CATS embarked on making trails and saving land, it also worked 
to raise the funds needed to operate a new non-profi t organization. 
Key fi nancial support from the Klipper Fund for the Champlain 
Valley, the JC Kellogg Foundation, Arnhold Foundation and now 
over 900 individual donors fostered early growth of the organization.

As CATS enters its eighth offi cial year of operation, it has created 
over 29 new trails covering over 42 miles. It publishes an updated 
Trail Map every year that includes its trails and other trails in the 
area, including those at Coon Mountain, Split Rock Wild Forest, 
and Rattlesnake Mountain. The map even includes the Champlain 
Bridge which is the most obvious example of how CATS trails provide 
relatively easy hikes that people of all ages and abilities can enjoy.

CATS most popular events are the “Grand Hikes”, which are 
hamlet-to-hamlet hikes where as many as 250 people join in walking 
from town to town on trails, back roads, farm lanes, and short sections 
of busier roads. CATS is now promoting the phrase “Hike the Lake 
on hamlet-to-hamlet trails around Lake Champlain” to create an 
identity that will attract people from near and far who want to walk 
from town to town through the beautiful, authentic Champlain Valley 
landscape.

To learn more about CATS, visit its website, www.
ChamplainAreaTrails.com.

Volunteers assist CATS in making many of its trails.

CATS holds many outdoor educati on hikes to connect people with nature.

Compliments to author Joel Parker on the article titled: 
“A New Hope From the Digital Generation”.

It provided insight from an angle which I have not considered for 
the “Digital Generation”. I plan to share it with anyone who will 
“listen”.

I have faith that as time goes on, we will fi nd a way to strengthen 
the safety of the internet, and hope people will smarten up and stop 
putting stuff in the “digital world” that shouldn’t be there if you 
don’t want someone to fi nd it.

The “digital world” is vast, and to an extent uncontrollable, we 
have to assume ANYONE can see what is being posted.  And, our 
phones are no exception - they are NEVER totally secure.  If an 
electronic device can be built, it can be opened....that’s where the 
privacy issue comes in.  My personal opinion is that phones and 
internet should be treated like every other item of evidence when 
investigating a crime - a proper warrant is NECESSARY.

Thank you to the editorial staff for all of their hard work and 
dedication to a variety of social issues and concerns.

       Crystal Mang

TO THE
EDITOR

“Hunger isn’t caused by a scarcity of food,
but by a scarcity of democracy.”
- Frances Moore Lappe



 LOW OIL PRICES are wreaking havoc on our local economy’s sales tax 
base, on the rate that Canadians visit us, and, especially, on the environment.

 A signifi cant amount of local sales tax is from gasoline sales. Since this rate 
is a percentage of the price of gasoline, a price of $2 - or less than the price of 
water - is pinching both the county and municipalities.

 The Canadian exchange rate is also directly linked to the price of oil. When 
the price of oil and the Canadian dollar are down, almost every sector of our 
economy suffers.

 But most importantly, a low oil price is already causing people to drive 
more, people to die in car accidents, and more people to buy larger vehicles 
with lower fuel effi ciency. These effects on the environment are real and 
have caused the greatest one-year increase in carbon dioxide emissions in 
our recorded history.

 On so many levels, the low level of gasoline prices is simply bad for 
humanity. This is the perfect time to implement a tax that will stabilize 
the artifi cially low level of oil prices and allow us to remediate some of the 
damages hydrocarbon consumption causes.

 President Obama recently proposed a modest start. While his concept of 
a $10 per barrel is courageous, it is both insuffi cient and unlikely to go far in 
Congress.

 The place to start is at the state level. As Justice Brandeis once noted, 
“It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous 
state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and 
economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.”

 Washington State is putting such a carbon tax to a referendum of the 
people. Even Vermont has proposed a modest $10 per barrel tax, although 
that tax is likely to fail to pass its legislature.

 A barrel of oil creates about .43 metric tons of greenhouse gases. 
Economists now admit that an optimal carbon tax could easily reach the 
equivalent of $100 per barrel of oil. With the price of oil almost twice that 
of some years ago, clearly the economy can bear such a price.

 Of course, government perhaps cannot be trusted to channel such 
revenue toward repairing the damage of global warming. However, the most 
important aspect of internalizing the economic externality of underpriced 
oil consumption is not in fi xing the problem. It is in sending the proper 
signal to consumers to make better choices for the environment and for 

potential sustainable energy producers to bring affordable alternatives to market.
 The recent Paris Talks showed that the highest levels of state do not have 

the political courage to do the right thing. Perhaps where they failed, states and 
localities can succeed. While this is a global problem, grassroots change seems 
like the best chance to innovate and save the planet.

 You can continue the discussion at Colin’s blog,  www.vision2040.com.
the case, instructing the judge to issue. “…a judicial declaration of whether, as (the 
kids) allege, the atmosphere ‘is a trust resource’ that ‘the State of Oregon, as a trustee, 
has a fi duciary obligation to protect’”. 

In May 2014, the same Circuit Court judge found that the atmosphere was not a 
part of the public trust under Oregon law.  

In July 2015, Kelsey and 21 other children went on to sue the USA and 24 of the 
largest transnational energy companies in the world, in the Oregon Federal District 
Court case, Juliana et al v. U.S.A et al.  

The United States government and its corporate allies have been working since then 
to get the case thrown out of court.  However, on April 8th of this year, District Court 
Judge Coffi n set aside all the motions to dismiss the children’s case:

A. He declined to dismiss on the basis that the kids lack standing.
B. The judge denied dismissal as a political issue.
C. The Court declined to agree there is no Constitutional Right to be free from  

CO2 emissions.
D.  Judge Coffi n declined to agree that the public trust doctrine does not apply.  

He pointed out “ …the government’s public trust duties [are] deeply ingrained in 
this country’s history”.

More good news followed on April 29 in another OCT case. Kings County Superior 
Court Judge Hollis Hill found in favor of ten middle school children in Foster et al. v. 

WA Dept. of Ecology for a second time. “In granting the 
youth a remedy, Judge Hill noted the extraordinary 
circumstances of the climate crisis, saying, ‘this is an 
urgent situation...these kids can’t wait.’ 

Then, on May 17, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 
Court sided with four teen plaintiffs in an OCT case, 
fi nding that Massachusetts had failed to meet its legal 
obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions!

OCT also has Federal Court cases pending in 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Colorado.

The judicial tide may be turning!

I BELIEVE a program of national public service for young adults should be 
revived: a program that mandates one or two years of public service for all able-
bodied young adults between the ages of 18 and 25. It should apply to both young 
men and women and should offer a choice of military or non-military service, 
either here in the U.S.A. or another country. And to make it possible, the federal 
government should provide fi nancial support for such a program. One of the rewards 
for such service could be fi nancial support for a college education, as was the case in 
my day.

 Why such a program? To answer, I must share some of my personal history. 
 In 1947, fresh out of a two-year Navy-training unit, with an undergraduate degree 

paid for by the Navy, and before the Marshall Plan was launched, I volunteered to 
spend time as a staff member of a privately-funded relief agency in France. I was 
paid $50 a month and free room and board. My French driver’s license said  I was a 
“chauffeur  de camion”—a truck driver—and that was how I spent most days. I hauled 
food, clothing, medical supplies and anything else needed in outlying communities 
across northern France. In the early summer months, I hauled truckloads of teens—
always with a priest on board as a chaperone!—to vacation camps in the French 
Alps. And then I hauled them back before school started at the end of August.

 Occasionally the pattern changed. On short notice, for example, I often drove 
a “retired” British Army desert station wagon, rigged out as an ambulance, to take 
ailing French citizens home from local hospitals to die. I also moved French citizens, 

evacuated earlier in the War, back to what was left of their homes.
 It was grim work, at best. Yet I gained fl uency in French and a lifelong love of 

France and her people. But more important, that experience opened the eyes of a 
young man to the rest of world—not just to another language and another culture, 
but to the impact of wealth and poverty on people everywhere, in all walks of life.  It 
changed me and the way I have looked at the world around me ever since. 

 In 1951 I was recalled to service in the Navy and spent another two years, this 
time at sea on an aircraft carrier. I’ve had an interesting and rewarding career since 
then, both in non-profi t and commercial agencies. I  even started and ran my own 
publishing house. However, that year-and-a-half of non-military public service in 
France is still an experience I remember and cherish. I recommend a program like it 
to the young men and women of today.

 I urge young people to take the initiative: create something like my youthful experience. 
Start by going online to such sources as the Foundation Center and open its Philanthropy 
News Digest: Job Board.  Or try the Non-profi t Career Center at the Non-Profi t Times, or 
the Chronicle of Philanthropy. Also try Youth Service America at YSA.org/grants. Most 
of these sites list job openings, pay scales, educational and other requirements. 

 Pick several agencies. Draft letters outlining your interests and qualifi cations, 
and then send them. Yes, there will be rejections, but don’t give up. The effort and its 
results can change your life in ways you can’t imagine.

CHILDREN SUE FOR CLIMATE RIGHTS!

By Colin Read, Professor of fi nance and economics at SUNY Plattsburgh and author

Recycle UnderCurrents - Pass on to a Friend!

A MODEST
PROPOSAL

A CLIMATE TRUST CRUSADE: 
By Tim Palmer

FROM FOSSIL FUELS

DEMOCRACY WOKE UP
BREAKING FREE

THE COURAGE TO INNOVATE

By Mary-Alice Shemo

By Mary-Alice Shemo

CHERRY BLOSSOMS were in gorgeous full bloom in Washington D.C. 
the day of the Democracy Awakening rally. The sun shone brightly, making it 
much warmer than those of us from New York North Country had been used 
to. Jackets and sweatshirts were shed like snake skin.

 Democracy Awakening was not merely an event, but the kick-off of a 
movement. Democracy in America has been severely compromised, and not 
by accident. Since the 1972 Powell Memorandum, a small number of wealthy, 
powerful people have worked behind the scenes to reshape the nation and the 
world to match their neo-liberal ideas.

 This could not have worked, however, if the great majority of people in 
this country had been awake to, and actively opposed to, the destruction. We 
allowed our democracy to fall asleep. Now we realize that it’s time to wake it 
up.

 Boy, oh boy, did we ever! The energy level in the crowd was intense.
The effort was two-fold. “Democracy Spring,” a march from Philadelphia 

to the D. C. capitol, plus mass demonstrations, ran from Saturday, April 2nd 
through Friday, April 15th. “Democracy Awakening” followed, three days from 
Saturday, April 16th to Monday, April 18th. Saturday consisted of workshops 
and trainings. The rally and march, which a group from Plattsburgh attended, 
occurred on Sunday. Monday was for civil disobedience actions. The resulting 
arrests, which included both the founders of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, made 
big news.

At the rally, music included legendary a cappella singers Sweet Honey In 
The Rock. Inspiring speakers included Rev. William Barber (SC NAACP 
Moral Mondays), Cornell William Brooks (NAACP), David Goodman 
(Goodman Foundation), Jim Hightower (Media/Activist), Wenonah Hauter 
(Food & Water Watch), Annie Leonard (Greenpeace), Sandra Steingraber 
(Anti-Fracking Activist, We Are Seneca Lake), and Reverend Ezra Tillman 
(Flint, MI). Folks in Plattsburgh have been active in other ways as well.

ON SUNDAY MAY 15, a march and rally took place in downtown 
Plattsburgh with speakers, music, kayaks on the river, and bicycles. May 14 was 
the date for the global day of action, although that didn’t work in Plattsburgh 
because it was graduation day at Plattsburgh State.

  In the U.K., protesters shut down the country’s largest open-cast coal mine 
for a day. A similar protest halted coal shipments in Newcastle, Australia. In 
the U.S., people occupied train tracks overnight to stop “bomb trains,” oil-
fi lled tanker cars that have exploded in the past, killing hundreds. In Germany, 
3,500 people shut down a lignite mine and nearby power station for over 
forty-eight hours. In the Philippines, 10,000 marched against a proposed coal 
plant. Community members blocked traffi c outside the gates of Brazil’s largest 
thermal coal plant. On land and water, people blockaded the Kinder Morgan 
tar sands facility in Vancouver, and in Turkey, 2,000 people marched to a large 
coal dump and surrounded it with a giant red line. 

  The fi ght does not stop here—“350 Plattsburgh,” an affi liate group of 
350.org is organizing constantly to bring the climate movement together in the 
Adirondacks, and it wants you to get involved and work together! Activities 
being planned include a divestment workshop. 

For more information, call Mary-Alice Shemo at 518-561-0291 or e-mail 
350Plattsburgh@gmail.com.

Free!

THE LEGAL COMMUNITY has been hearing a lot lately about “an 
ancient and enduring principle, the public trust doctrine [which] asserts public 
property rights to crucial resources”.  This essential assumption obliges sovereign 
governments to act as trustees for humanity’s inheritance of essential natural 
resources, such as air and water.  As such, it is the responsibility of our elected and 
appointed offi cials to see that these vital assets are preserved for use by all future 
generations.  

 The renaissance of natural trust law has given rise to an international judicial 
movement by, and on behalf of, children.  It reminds our elected and appointed 
offi cials, by taking them to court, that they are neglecting the obligation they 
have as trustees for our children and their descendants.  At the forefront of 
the movement is Our Children’s Trust (OCT), dedicated to “establish[ing] the 
legal right to a healthy atmosphere and stable climate for all present and future 
generations”.  OCT empowers youth “to compel governments to adopt and 
implement enforceable science-based Climate Recovery Plans by supporting 
them in atmospheric trust legislation”.

 With the help of OCT, Kelsey Juliana (aged 15) and Olivia Chernaik (11) sued 
the state of Oregon in Circuit Court in May 2011.  The kids’ case maintained that 
their interests and well-being will be irreparably damaged due to the State’s failure 
to reduce the level of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere.  They 
asked the Court to:

• Declare the atmosphere a trust resource.
• Declare that Oregon failed to uphold its fi duciary 

obligations to protect trust assets.
• Issue an order requiring Oregon to implement a carbon 

reduction plan that abides by the best available science.
In Oct 2011,The Circuit Court dismissed the 

children’s requests on the basis that this was a political, 
not a judicial, issue.

Two years after appeal, the Oregon Appeals Court 
ordered the Circuit Court to reconsider its decision in 

By William Cowan, Assistant Editor


